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Introduction 

On 12-13 February 2016, a record-breaking precipitation snow occasion 
during the section of an extra tropical tornado happened in Shandong Region, 
China, in which the 24 hour precipitation sums at 48 of 123 public meteorological 
stations in Shandong Territory broke their verifiable records for the period of 
February and a further 25 stations recorded their second-biggest February 
sums. This paper examines the development of the mesoscale precipitation 
regions and the components liable for the arrangement, association and support 
of the mesoscale precipitation regions, utilizing FY-2G satellite information, 
Doppler radar perceptions and a Weather conditions Exploration and Gauging 
(WRF) model mathematical re-enactment at 4 km network separating. The 
fundamental outcomes show that the comma head haze of the tornado created 
from four reverberation strips. Extreme precipitation was connected with the 
mesoscale prolonged precipitation regions (EPAs) of reflectivity >30 dB inside 
the strati form mists. 

Description 

The development and improvement of the EPAs harmonized with the 
exercises of a low-level shear line and a related expansion in frontogenesis. 
The re-enacted EPAs happened in a climate of contingent flimsiness (CI), 
inertial precariousness and restrictive symmetric shakiness (CSI). In the 
underlying phase of the extended precipitation regions (Times), precipitation 
was started by the front facing compelling within the sight of raised CI and II 
was produced by upstanding convection. During the improvement phase of 
the Periods, the CI was missing and condensational warming was upgraded. 
Happened without even a trace of upstanding convection and it appears to be 
reasonable that the presence of is a diabatic mark of the actual precipitation. 
Upper-level II strengthened the convective frameworks by upgrading surge 
up high and II made the Periods coordinate. Subsequently, II assumed a 
significant part in the association and upkeep of the Periods. The frontogenesis 
gave the unique condition to the arrival of the flimsiness. Upgraded CSI and II 
escalated slantwise convection and consolidating with improved frontogenesis, 
heightened the Times. The reverberation, climb and frontogenesis in snowfall 
regions were more fragile than those in precipitation regions [1].

Precipitation initially began in southern Shandong Region at around 0900 
UTC on 12 February 2016 and afterward stretched out toward the north to the 
entire of Shandong Territory by 2100 UTC on 12 February. By 2300 UTC on 12 
February, a change from downpour to snow in northern and focal Shandong 
Region was noticed and the precipitation persevered until 1000 UTC on 13 
February, with a record 24 h gathered precipitation of 55.9 mm in Zicuan and 
52 mm in Boshan. The dissemination of 24 h gathered snowfall displays a 

restricted snow district over northern Shandong Territory, with six downpour 
measure perceptions surpassing 10 mm and a greatest snowfall of 14 mm in 
Penglai [2]. As per the adjustment of the period of precipitation, the occasion 
can be isolated into two periods. In the first place, precipitation kept up with 
from 0900 UTC to 2300 UTC on 12 February, which is characterized as the 
precipitation period. From that point onward, the downpour changed into 
snow in northern and focal Shandong Territory, while different spots supported 
downpour during the period from 2300 UTC 12 to 1000 UTC on 13 February, 
which is characterized as the snowfall period.

The consolidation of a 500 hPa centre branch box and a southern branch 
box and moving toward the west of Shandong Territory was liable for the 
cyclogenesis and precipitation. The solid low-level southerly planes gave 
plentiful water fume and energy for precipitation, though the low-level vortex 
and related shear line were helpful for low-level combination and climb. After 
the development of the twister, the virus air moved toward the south quickly 
and the progress from downpour to snow happened [3].

The comma-head haze of the Jianghuai typhoon created from four 
reverberation strips. In the underlying phase of the twister, the warm front 
mists were overwhelmed by strati form mists with dispersed convective mists, 
while the virus front mists were principally made out of convective mists and 
debilitated in the wake of moving over the ocean. Going with the development 
of the tornado, the radar reverberation had a cyclonic revolution and stretching, 
shaping various mesoscale EPAs of reflectivity > 30 dB. Extraordinary 
downpour and snow were related with the EPAs in the strati form mists [4].

The development and improvement of the EPAs matched with the 
exercises of a low-level shear line and the related expansion in frontogenesis. 
The precipitation created in a climate of CI, II and CSI. In the underlying phase 
of the Time, precipitation was started by the frontogenetical driving within 
the sight of raised CI and II was produced by upstanding convection. During 
the improvement phase of the Time, the CI was missing and condensational 
warming was upgraded; upper-level II happened without upstanding convection 
and the presence of II was a diabatic mark of the precipitation. Upper-level II 
heightened the precipitation frameworks by upgrading the upper-level surge 
and II might have caused the EPAs association, which is predictable with the 
discoveries announced by them what's more, Schultz and Knox [5].

Conclusion 

Coincidentally, we have found clear snow groups over upper east China 
through the starter measurable investigation of the snow occasions related 
with extra tropical twisters in the virus season, however the length (under 250 
km) isn't long and the power (under 30 dB) is meaning of a joined design 
should be given in China. The explanation could be ascribed to the different 
concise conditions and landscape conditions among China and America. 
Likewise, their snowfall power isn't similar; the snow force in America is so 
weighty than that in China, so the groups are unique. Our gathering is leading a 
measurable investigation of mesoscale precipitation groups inside the comma 
head of extra tropical tornadoes and the general outcomes will be gotten.
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